The Original: historical timepieces inspired by watches used in Military Air Forces

Movement
Automatic chronograph
Date at 9 o'clock with magnifier

Dial
Black horizontal fine brushed dial with white Arabic numerals coated with white Super-LumiNova

Case
Domed sapphire glass with large aperture
Steel satin-brushed bezel
Fast-action start / stop steel trigger
See-through sapphire crystal case back

Strap
Rubber mesh pattern strap / available on calf leather strap
Overlord operation commemorative watch
Code name for the battle of Normandy (D-Day) referring to the Allied invasion on five beachheads

Movement
Automatic chronograph
Day-date

Dial
Green sandblasted vintage dial with vintage numerals font used on US Air Force aircraft fuselage. Indian head at 6 o’clock which recalls the second US infantry division

Case
Bronze case – alloy (CuSn8) used by the naval industry
Bronze fast-action start/stop trigger and reset pusher
See-through sapphire crystal titanium case back with limited edition engraved

Strap
Coloured fabric strap / delivered with green rubber mesh pattern strap
D-Day Commemorative watch. D-Day, also called Normandy landings, refers to the Allied forces assault on the morning of June 6, 1944 on the beaches of Normandy, France. 75th anniversary in 2019

Movement
Automatic chronograph
Day-date at 9 o'clock

Dial
Grained dial with five-pointed circled star used on WW2 Allied & US Army vehicle, “D-Day” inscription and “1944, June 6” inscription

Case
Steel case
Fast-action start / stop steel trigger
See-through sapphire crystal case back

Strap
Rubber mesh pattern strap
Also available on other coloured rubber mesh pattern strap and coloured hand-sewn calf leather strap
New technology: Superlight black carbon composite combined with a Tourbillon

Movement
Tourbillon – Chronograph – Automatic combined to the Superlight technology
Extra-light Tourbillon cage: 0.485g
Choc resistant and anti-magnetism
Gold (18K) tourbillon upper barrette
Column-wheel: black low-friction coating
Oscillating mass with ceramic rolling

Dial
Black carbon dial (3k carbon frame)

Case
Superlight black carbon composite case
Black carbon bezel (3K carbon frame)
Fast-action start / stop carbon trigger
Domed see-through sapphire crystal case back

Strap
Integrated black rubber strap with “Clous de Paris”
Iconic design with two magnifiers (+20%) on hours and minutes counters

**Movement**
Automatic chronograph with TOP label movement
Decorated and refined movement with blue screw made for GRAHAM
Co-axial 12 hours counter with second at 9

**Dial**
Black sunbrushed dial with white Super-LumiNova indexes and red snailed counters

**Case**
Steel crown with 2 joints (improved water resistance) and pushers with "Clous de Paris" high grip pattern
Two magnifying glasses for better reading comfort of the counters
Satin-brushed bezel

**Strap**
Black rubber mesh pattern delivered with an additional fabric strap. Available on different colours of rubber, fabric straps
Iconic design with two magnifiers (+20%) on hours and minutes counters

Movement
Automatic chronograph with TOP label movement
Decorated and refined movement with blue screw made for GRAHAM
Co-axial 12 hours counter with second at 9

Dial
Black sunbrushed dial with beige Super-LumiNova arabic numerals

Case
Steel crown with 2 joints (improved water resistance) and pushers with “Clous de Paris” high grip pattern
Two magnifying glasses for better reading comfort of the counters
Satin-brushed bezel

Strap
Black calf leather strap with leather wristband. Also available on milanese steel bracelet
SWORDFISH BRONZE

Iconic design with two magnifiers (+20%) on hours and minutes counters

Movement
Automatic chronograph with TOP label movement
Decorated and refined movement with blue screw made for GRAHAM
Co-axial 12 hours counter with second at 9

Dial
Green sunbrushed dial with white Super Lumi-Nova indexes

Case
Bronze case - Alloy (CuSn8) used by the naval industry
Two magnifying glasses for better reading comfort of the counters
Satin-brushed bezel
Titanium (Ti2) case back – good resistance to corrosion, wear and allergy free

Strap
Green rubber mesh pattern delivered with an additionnal fabric strap. Available on different colours of rubber, fabric straps
SWORDFISH BRONZE

**Iconic design with two magnifiers (+20%) on hours and minutes counters**

**Movement**
Automatic chronograph with TOP label movement
Decorated and refined movement with blue screw made for GRAHAM
Co-axial 12 hours counter with second at 9

**Dial**
Black sunbrushed dial with white Super Lumi-Nova indexes

**Case**
Bronze case - Alloy (CuSn8) used by the naval industry
Two magnifying glasses for better reading comfort of the counters
Satin-brushed bezel
Titanium (Ti2) case back – good resistance to corrosion, wear and allergy free

**Strap**
Black rubber mesh pattern delivered with an additional fabric strap. Available on different colours of rubber, fabric straps
The Graffiti collection: sapphire glass laser engraved

**Movement**  
Automatic chronograph  
Date at 9 o’clock with magnifier

**Dial**  
Black horizontal fine brushed dial with white Arabic numerals coated with white Super-LumiNova

**Case**  
Domed sapphire crystal with different laser engravings, magnifier, anti-reflective coating on both faces  
Limited edition serial number engraved on the sapphire glass  
Delivered with a blank sapphire crystal  
See-through sapphire crystal case back

**Strap**  
Rubber mesh pattern strap / available on calf leather strap
SHOULD I STAY OR SHOULD I GO?
Brexit is the combination of the words “British” and “Exit”. It refers to the United Kingdom’s decision to leave the European Union (EU) following the popular referendum in June 23, 2016.

Movement
Automatic chronograph
Day-date

Dial
Painted dial with the three coloured Union Jack flag. «BREXIT?» inscription at 6 o’clock on the minutes counter and limited edition serial number

Case
Steel case
Fast-action start / stop steel trigger
Domed sapphire crystal with anti-reflective coating. See-through sapphire crystal case back

Strap
Blue calf leather strap. Also available on other coloured calf leather